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Abstract
The hyperfine field on the muon. Bhf, at interstitial sites in dilute Fe(AI) a lloys	 ti
i
has been measured for four different concentrations of Al and as a function of tem-
perature by the muon spin rotation method. The magnitude of Bhf, which is nega-
tive, decreases at rates ranging from 0 . 09 :±- 0.03 1/ per at .% Ai at 200 K to an
for
asymptotic limit of 0.35 ± 0.0:Nbove 440 K. This behavior shows that sites near
the Al impurity are weakly repulsive to the muon, with an interaction potential of
13 t 3meV. In order to fit the temperature dependence of the hyperfine field, it is s
i
necessary to hypothesize the existence of a small concentration of unidentified
defects, possibly dislocations, which are attractive to the muon. Although the Al
impurity acts as a nun-magnetic hole in the Fe lattice, the observed decrease in Bhf
is only 35%u of the decrease in the bulk magnetization. We conclude that Bhf is
determined mainly by the enhanced screening of conduction electrons in Fe and
Fe(Al). Since the influence of the Al impurity on the neighboring Fe moments is
very small, most of the change in B,f is therefore attributed to the increase in con-
duction electron polarization at the Al impurity. IPACS 75. 50.Bbl.
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Knowledge of the local electronic structure around the isotopes of hydrogen,
when present as impurities in metals and alloys, is fundamental to a basic understand- 	 N
ing of the diffusion of these particles and their poorly-understood interaction with
defects and impurities, particularly in Fe. Measurements of the Fermi contact or
hyperfine field on positive muons can help provide this information 11 -31. We have
studied Fe(Al) alloys with muon spin rotation methods (µSR) to help formulate a
physical picture of the local magnetic field an6 how the host electrons participate in
screening the muon's positive charge. Information is also obtained on the mutual
interaction between the positive moon and the Al impurities in the Fe host.
The muon probes the magnetic fields at interstitial sites. so  that it is specifically
sensitive to the extent to which electron states in metals are delocalized, or band-like.
As an example of how this is accomplished, we refer to the recent work of Hayano et
al. who have comp4red µSR and host NNIR measurements in a study of the itinerant
magnetism of the helimagnet MnSi 1-41. General applicat;ility of this aspect of such
measurements is of course contingent on being able to correctly account for the per-
turbation which the muon creates in the metal. The problem appears to be tractable
and several theoretical approaches have been advanced 11 -3,51. The pure elemental
ferromagnets Ni [6-101, Fe [6,7,9-121. Co [7,9,13.14]. Gd [ 1 5,161. and Dy [171 have
been among the metals studied with muons.
The basic properties of the muon in metals may be derived from the assumption
that the s-like conduction band electrons are mainly responsible for screening the
muon's char g e. This interpretation has been proposed for the case of Ni 11.21 assum-
ing d-like states corimbute very weakly to the screening at the muon site. even though
there is a high density of d states at the Fermi level. Hoµever, the s-like bands of Ni
have little or no polarization. and the muon therefore experiences a ne gative hyperfine
field ^. hich is dom;r,aied b> the tails of the minority-spin, d-like N%avefunctions in the
.4.
interstitial tvvion. T ite theoretical hasis for this model was discussed by Petzin-,r and
Munjal [11 and by Petzinger [:]. This model takes the opposite stew to what had been
previously supposed for hydrogen to transition metals [181. Patterson and huller [5]
recently carried out a finite cluster calculation which lends additional support to this
model, in that the d-electrons remain on the neighboring Ni atoms in the cluster.
The above model Is thought to be applicable to Fe in spite of the more compli-
cated band structure. where more si g nificant s-d hybridization is found [191. Jena has
discussed the non-linear screening of the muon in Fe in terms of a free-electron
gas 131. where the ambient spin density is Increased by a factor of 9.8. The measured
hyperfine field on the muon is — 11 kG, so that on applying this model one finds that
the ambient polarization density is effectively —0.014µ ,9 A' 3. By comparison, neutron
diffraction measurements [201 give a value of —0.013 -- 0.004 µ,9A 	 averaged over a
0.5 A cube centered at the tetrahedral interstitial site where the muon is presumed to
reside [211. The neutron data also show that !here is a delocalized backuround polari-
zation of —0.21 H,9 per atom, which is equivalent to a homogeneous polarization den-
sity of —0.018µ,9A - ' [la]. This indicates that the muon hyperf ne field is obtained fol-
lowing two quite different assumptions, that the rnuon experiences either the average
conduction electron polarization or the. local polari2ation at a particular site. Band
structure calculations have found that the - ► s electron contribution to the polarization
is between —0.04 and —0.07 µ,9 per atom [19]. This does not Include the con ribution
from itinerant d states, which is apparcntly larger. Thus, our \ iew is that previous
work indicates that itinerant states in Fe mi g ht be treated as a free electron gas ir.
screeninu the muon,.
Alloys of various non-transition elements In Fe have been studied by bulk niag-
netization measurements 122.23). neutron diffraction [24.251, NMR [26-291 end the
N16ssbauer effect [29-311. Thrse measurements found that the Al impuritn produces
simple ma g netic dilution. \,utron diffraction studies have confirmed that the Al is
i
nun-mag.m.nic and that the surrounding, Fe mn hoors exhihit eery little perturhatiun on
their momentN. The N%lR and ,til:issbauer satellite Imes have been associated with Al
	 1
in various neighbur shells around the Fe. GrUncr et al. 1291 have shc%kn that these
results can be explained b y
 the spin-pulartzed conduction electron cloud around the
Al. More recently. Terakura has proposed a theoretical explanation based on an ab
initio calculation of the electronic densities and polarizations at the Al site (321. fie
found a net increase in the s-p polarization at the Al site. His predictions for Si
impurities are quite similar to those for Al.
This paper is an elaboration and an extensio^ 3 lur previous studies of Fe(AI)
with moons (331. Additional studies of ferromagnetic alloys were recently reported b^
hossler et al. 1341 for Ni(Co) and Ni(Cu) and by Nishida et al. 1351 for Ni(Cr), Fe(SO
and Fe(Ti).
2. Experiment
µSR is a perturbed angular distribution technique and it has been discussed
extensively in the literature 16.36,371. Spin-poiarized positive muons are implanted
into the sample under investigation and the time intervals for individual positron
decays are recorded. The anisotropy of the positron decay and the precession of the
muon spin in the local magnetic field g ive rise to an oscillatory component in the time
dependence of the measured positron emission rate in a given direction. T:;e present
studies were done at zero external magnetic field on the samples and used positron
detectors at 0° and 180' % ith respect to the u' beam. The time distribution of the
positrons is given by the followin g formula:
Nf.(1) — 'V,exp(—I/-„) 11 + a + b r xp( —X 1) cos(wt ­i­ 6)) + N barj-	 (1)
No is an overall normaiizaoon. -„ the mucin lifetime of 2.2 µsec. a the depolarization
P.
fi
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rate, (,, chc ^qwi prece »iiun angular fr:• qucne". .ind u a geuinctrical phase, essentially the
angular cooruinate: of the positron detector. Th ,. values of a and b depend upon the
distribution of the orientations of the local fields in the sample and upon the angle
subtended by the detector 1371. Taking the case of an unmagnetized ferromagnetic
sample, where: the local fields are isotropically distributed, and longitudinal placement
of the detector, we have a — P13 and b — 2P13, :where P is a function of the polarization
of the muon beam and the energy dependence of the positron detection
efficiency 1371. For our experiment P = 0.1. The term N b.,, is included to account for
accidental back p-ound counts in the data.
The experiments were performed at temperatures ran g ing from 80 to 433 K. The
data were fitted with Eq.11) using a multi-parameter least-squares ':tin, routine. We
did not attempt to find the term proportional to a, but rather include it into the
definition of N_ and b in fitting the data. The field on the n;uun is given by
B„ — wy„ -i , where y„ — 8.51 x 10'sec - 'G -'.
Four spherical samples were fabricated, one of 99.99 u ,; - pure Fe, the others con-
taining 1.60, 4.29 and 5.81 at.% Al. The san.ple materials were melted in a MgO cruci-
ble in a He atmosphere by rf induction. The Al was added by including FelAil alloy
in the melt. The melt was poured into an AI,O; -coated Fe mold and allowed to cool
in the furnace. The castings vvere 6cm in diameter and 20cm in length. Eacn _asung
was reheated to 1273 K and hot pressed, reducing the length by a factor of 2. This is a
standard procedure for remo', ing most of the castin g structure in Fe and its alloys.
The castings were then machined to 5,715 t 0.001-cm-diameter spheres and annealed
in 11, at 1088 k for one hour. At the concentrations us•!d here. the Al is in a random
solid solution [381. The r:sults of a chemical analysis on the samples is gi v en in
Table 1. After the u5R runs. the spheres were sectioned for analysis. The sizes of the
macroscopic crystallites \ary bctween 0.1 and several mm. The 4.291/i, - A1 sample con-
rains, in .:,;dition, dispersed AI.n; precipitates on the order of 1 um across. which
1
r
accounts fur the high uxygcn conccntration in the .inilysis (There is a thcrinat: reat.-
tion between aluminum and oxygen). From transmission electrun microscopy, the
dislocation density is on the order of IU'cm and the subgrain cells are about 1 um
accross.	
i
3. Data Analysis
3.1 Extra►lion of the 11%perfine Field
The results for the magnetic fields on the muon and the depolarization rates are
listed in Table 11. Values of B„ given in brackets were obtained by linearl y, interpolat-
ing the temperature dependence of the results on pure Fe gisen by Nishida et al. 11 11.
The hyperfine fields were extracted in the following manner.
The field experienced b%, the muon may be decomposed [391 into
B,, — Be n —
 Bv+! + B L '4- Bmr + B.,.	 (2)
where B,„ is the applied external field, BDW is the demagiletiring field ^^hich depends
upon sample geometry, BL is the Lorentz cavity field 4r, M/3 where At is the domain
magnetization, BJ,r is the sum of the dipole fields inside the Lorentz sphere, and 8,; is
the Fermi contact or hyperfine field. Because we performed the experiment with zero
external field, and since the µ- particles hop rapidly from site to site. avera g ing B,,,, to
zeru, the expression for B h , reduces to
B,,,. a B„ — B L	 (3)
The temperature d2r.ndence of the Lorentz cavity field was computed following the
parameterization of magnetization data for pure Fe given by Red] 1401:
.1f — Af,,f ( r : _ .tt :1 — .4 ( Ti r)' : — Bt T T,! =1.	 (4)
a
N where .4 — 0.102^0.00^, B — 
0.33 0.07, ins! M,, — 17 .396. We have assurned that
the temperature dependence scales with the Curie temperature
 of the alloy, given
as lal)
T,— T,„(1 —0.1 c),	 (5)
where T	 1044 K is the Curie temperature of pure Fe and cis the AI concentration
The magnetization is also corrected for the presence of Al in the sample by summing
the effects of simple dilution, i.e.. replacing Fe atoms with Al atoms and taking into
account the known change in lattice spacing (421. The change in lattice spacme Sa,,
gives a density factor 3.%a,.'a,, which becomes 0.157 e. Combining these factors yieldh
BL — 4 rM (1 — 1.157 6,	 (6)
with Af given by Eq.(4).
The resulting values of B h , are listed in Table II. The data for sphere llo. 1 are
cor.siste,.t with pure Fe data of Nishida et al. [ i i) .	 The data and f:'
for Bh , at 301 K as a function of concentration are plotted in Fig. 1. The change in B„;
is —0.234 ; 0.004 per at.a impurity at 301K.
Thereduced quantitN'AB hf/c Bhf for c — 0.0429 is plotted as a function of tempera-
ture in Fig.2. Muon precession oscillations were observed only at 200 K and above,
presumably be(:ause the muor.s are trapped st defects below about 200 K.
It is seen that the fractional change in hyperfine field is temperature d-zpendent.
3.2 Temperature Dependence of Bhf
The temperature dependence of the change in B h , with Al concentration (Fig.2)
can be explained if the diffusing moons do not random] % - sample the interstitial sites in
the alloy. This does not invalidate the assumption. that B dip averages
to zero because the preference in sampling relates to the presence of
an Al nearest neighbor rather than, to the twc magnetically inequivalen•
te trah-dr at in_terstit:a. rites. In general, the avera ge hyperfine field is obtained
by summing local contributions from all avaiL, bic sites, w.;rnted according to
V	 Bolt.- 111:111! pnpul,ition factors;
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Bhi — 	B,f ' cx p 	 Eh /Z.	 l7 ►
where — (01- i , E' ttie state energies of the muon at sites i, B„ the loca', hyperfine
fields at sites i, and Z the thermodynarric partition function.
In order to give this effect a quantitative treatment, we consider the following
model. Firstly, we assume that the E' vary significantly only at sites immediately adja-
cent to impurities and defects. Secondl), we assume that the muon energy is changed
by an amount £' for a fraction c' of sites which are near the Al impurity. Defects are
taker, into account by including a traction C of sites with energy F" relative t,) the
unperturbed sites. Since Cher; are 24 tetrahedral interstitial sites around each Ai
atom, as opposed to the 6 tetrahedral sites per Fe atom, we take c' — 4c, for con-
sistency. If we write the field near the Al sites as Bhp ' , the field at the defect sites Bhf',
and the field elsewhere as Bh ,° then the average hyperfine field is g iven by
OBh;/Bhr°— V c'exp( — OE, ) -4-- f,c„expt—FE'A
/l 1 -- c' — C + c'exp(—QE') + Cexp(—pE")1,	 (8)
where we have used the reduced parameters
f - I — Bhf/Bhp°
and
f ' — 1 — Bh f 'l Bhp °.
14
The data of Fic.2 wire fitted with Eq.(8) by treating f, f', c"_ E. and E" as adiustable
parameters The results are list; d in Table III.
We find that the rapid dependence of AB.,,r'c B.., near 250 K. followed by a com-
paratively cvntle de, endence .:t higher	 can therefore easily be explained
in terms of a small concentration of stsonglti 	 oc:c:t sites and weakiy
t'-r,^.y...^..^ ... ^....t	
- ---	
_ _	
.., .,._-----.,.-'•.K^v,'r'MOM. -.,.T..'-r-....-.-.+-.x--•-__._..r__..^...r-.....^.-...,..._ •.r^•^.s.-..,.._._
_ 
_ _	
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repul-, gy ve Al site,. I h: rcuuced it , tort 3 de ►ttecs of ire---dom. is 0.5 .3 for the fit -t%en
ffle
in l able Ill. fur wntpari,un, we also tested an altrrnau ,.%; tit to the data by omitting
the defect term, i.e., with c" - 0. The asymptotic value of %B,,/c B„ f turns out to be
40 1%) larger and E a factor of 2 larger However, the reduced X', for 6 degrees of free-
dom, increases to 10. The statistical probability that the defe term gives a better fit
is therefore 0.99.
The asymptotic value of B hf /eBhf approaches -0.35 ! 0.03 at very
high temperatures (it is -0.31 at the Curie point, 1043K), and we
Lake this to be the average hyperfine field shift for random sampling by the muon.
The hyperfine field on the muon at sites near Al is weaker by 8 -- 1% with respect to
pure re. The three parameters ch:r cterizing the defect sites might be determined
better if we had more data in the low-temperature region. We therefore regard these
values as approx -ate. From the small value of the defect concentraticn found in the
fit, c” = 10 -", it seems that dislocations and subgrain boundaries % ,.ould be the likely
explanation. Our result does. however, indicate that the shift in the hyper fine field
with impurity dopingg car, be developed as a technique for studying the muon-impurity
interaction. It could be complementary to depolarization Measurements which study
the motional narrowing effect of muon motion 19-121. These points are discussed
further in the following sections.
3.3 Depelariiation Rates
The A SR signal is observable in Fe and Fe(AD Mien the rapid motion of the
rnuon nearly, a\ erages out the dipolar field. From the depolarization rate the correfa-
tion time of the local dipolar field on the muon can be c.01-ulated. and this is nearly
the same as the mean time of sta% • at an interstitial site. The second moment of the
'	 dipolar field distribution is about t.IB_.- _ (2.6kG) 2 , owin g to the existence of two
rrtagneticall y 	te:r:l;cdral ., ites in pure Fe (101. The value is nearly the
san=e for the FOO D alloy, although the spatial distribution difi'ers. The depolarization
(10)
rate r. ► c:asur.d at 301 K for o. samples a about a factor of 10 larger than those meas-
vl'
tired in high-purity Fe 1121 and dues not appear to beTTsensitt%e to the Al conccntra-
1:on. Since samples of Fe of nominally lesser purity typically slow larger dcpolariza-
tion rates, this effect has been attributed to longer mean times of stay for muons at
sites near or at defects. We could assume. therefore, that the Pfusing muons spend
part of their lifetime sampling some kind of defect sites throughout the temperature
Lange coverefl. Clues as to the nature of those defects are obtained by comparing the
hyperfine field shift and depolarization data. 	 The fact that the depolarization
in the a'.loys is r;raiser than for our pure Fe may to due to the
scavenging of irnpurities such as oxygen and nitroger. by ;,he aluminu^t.
The depolarizat i on measurements for the 4.29% alloy given in Table II show a
monotonic decrease with temperature, with a tendency, towards saturation at high tem.
peratures. Thus it appears that the mean time of stay decreases steadily with tempera-
ture and that there is a background contribution to the depolarization rate. We con-
siuer expreising these data as follows:
X — -yoWd,,,)-f-( T T, T AB f( T).	 (9)
The first term represents the niotiunally-narrowed local dipolar tnhomogenetty and the
second term the macroscopic magnetization inhomogeneities. T, is a correlation time.
which we assume has an Arrhenius temperature dependence'.
r, — r„exp( UlkT).
The function j(T, is the same as that gisen in Eq.(4) and it is included in Eq.(9) in
order to correct for the temperature dependence of the dipolar fields. The data do no',
show any cvidence for L:if3-usion limited capture by deep traps (no tie-trapping). which,
would h,.\ e a T ; '' dependence 1-43. 121. •1 trappin g term, 11-A been considered by
Kessler et A14:1 in their interpretation o f the non-,fir-nenius temperature dependence
Of the dCp0la71z.aion rat. sr. Cr and by \ishida ct : ► '..112) in a stud% of Fe.
r
t
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The result-, of a non-linear least-squares tit of Egs.19) and (101 to the depolar!za-
tion data yields the Villenius plot of the correlation time given in Ftg.3. The parame-
ters of the fit are .1B — 8.8 t 0.2G, r,—  0.3 ps, and U — 0.11 s 0.02 eV. The statisticL:	 %,
uncertainty to r„ is about a factor of 10.
We note that the activation energy U for the muon jump processes is about a fac-
tor of 4 smaller than the magnitude of the defect interaction energy E" (see Table III
found in the fit of the hyperfine field shift. This difference needs explanation. One
consistency check concerns whether the muon jump rate is high znough for the
muons to reach the defects. A fair test can be made at T — 250 K. A-here the ch.:nge
in the hyperfine field with temperature is most rapid. At this temperature
c"exp(—pE") = 1. %wh muons spend'Ang about one-half their time at the (I.-fect sites.
according to our previous analysis. It can be rc_:di;y estimated that over the mean
duration o` ?:.. icasurement. which is k -1 = 0.3 osec at 250 K. the muon exe "utes
N = A''r - ' jumps, -khere - is the jump time. A possible value fot - is 5 ps, obtained
by Nishida et al. 11-7 ) for high-purity Fe at 2501 , with the result N- t)x10'. Equih-
brium sampling of defects would be approached when N C -- 1. On the contrary, -,Ne
find NC < 10". To resolve the apparent discrepancy we propose the following: (a)
The defects are dislocations and subgrain boundaries, whose effective site cot,;:entra-
tion is very small; (b) E" is some averaec muon-dislocation binding energy; (c) the
muons are mobile along the dislocations. %p ith an activation energy of mi g ration V.
and (d) the muon mean :ime of stay at unperturbed interstitial sites in Fe is probable
much smaller than 5 ps at 250 K. 	 .1+
•
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4. Di%cus.iiun
A simple view of the of *ect of dilute Al impurities is first that the Al is subs6tL1-
tional in Fe and the: contribution from the d- stat.-s of the rcnioved atom can be simply
subtracted. Invoking the observation that the moments of the Fe atoms are nearly
unperturbed, we then assume that the
	
d-electron contribution to the average
hyperfine fie!d on the muon is simply decreased by I % per atomic per cent AI.
F+_rthcr support for this assumption comes from the fact that the magnetic disturbance
has only a weak dependence on the valence of the impurity atom 124,251. There Is a
similarly small pe r turbation on :he neighborin g, Fe mom+ants for Si impurities, which
have a Valence difference of .i with respect to Fe [251. The valence d ifference is 2 for
Al. Terakura 1321 has discussed the d-band filling and emptying effects for non-
transition element impurities in F° and concludes that these nearly cancel each other.
Simple dilution of he d-electron contribution to the hyperfine field on the muon. if
that were the main contribution, would iead to .1B,/c B., of — 1.0 which is three times
larger than the data indicate. The apparent disagreement can be resoived with an
explanation in terms o f the contribution from conduction electrons.
NNIR and Mo^^,bauer measurements have found that the hyperfine field on Fe
nuclei at sites neare-- , nei g hbor to Al impurities is less negative by 7% and this has
been attributed to a small reduction in the local. negative conducuor, electron polariza-
tion 1291. At the A! site, the conducticn electron pol.irization is negative due to the
negative hyperfine field on the Al' 1401. From a different point of view, Stearns has
treated the pick-up of conduction e!ectron polari7ation at impurities from the neigh-
boring Ft atoms :n terms of the volume misfit of the impurity atom 144.451, This
effect is small for the A! impurity and can be neg!ectcd. Refernn.c to the theoretical
results calcuiatcd by Terai.ura 13 1-1. the fractional change in the s-electron polarization
within the	 the AI is X0.08 and :h;- p-polarization chanve is
-- 0.93, f, a total of +0.05. TliesC ::i,d;n'_zs ca n be used to make a prediction fcr the
a
si
.I
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change in tnt. average B, fut moans per unit concetstrailon of Al ;trpurst;, taking into
account the free electron bpin density eniiancement factor of 9.8:
J Bql c — 9.8 3 1O.05 x 2µ g/a,;'^ — 3.3 kG.
	
(1 1)
This is equivalent to JBhf1c Bhf a — 0.30 and is close to the measured ;asymptotic
value of — 0.35 ± 0.03.
The average change in the hyperfine field at the Fe sites in Fe(A1) has been given
by several authors (46.471. The fractional change is in the ranee — 0.4 to — 0.5.
Nishida et al. [351 have recently measured B h , for Fe doped with 5'1 " Si at 300h.
They find Bhf/e Bhf — —0.24. This is the same as the value -ve find for our 301 K
measurements on Fe(AI). Althou g h the asymptotic limit was not checked in the
Fe(Si) measurement. this result suggests an insensitivity to the valence difference
between Al and Si [301. The ma g netic properties of Fe(AD and Fe(Si) are also simi-
lar [2,1.
Our explanation for the change in the hyperfine field on muons assumes that dis-
tortions in the localized d-wavetunction amphoides at interstitial sites near the Ad
impurity can be neglected. This is based on the assumption that loca! chan ges in elec-
tron spin density associated with these states are not enhanced when the muon is
present. as is the case for itinerant states. Thus we are assuming that the u- impurity
acts in a manner similar to Al and Si impurities by creating minimal magnetic distur-
bance in :heir vicinity. Nevertheless. we cannot completely rule out the possibility
that the %%eak deperidence of B,. on Al concentra: ; on n,a%- arise in part from a large
increase in the minorit y -spin d-like wavefunctions at interstitial sires near the AL It
would be interesting. therefore. to tn\ esti;-,ate the systematic behavior of B., for other
non-magnetic impurities in #I- -- ::s well.
Owing to :"e apparenti.: extreme sensiti0t; • of E.. to attractive defect potential.
it woad bc ir,t_-:s:in t7 investi ate fire systematic elTL,ts of dislocations and
M .
I; .
such as C. U, and N in 17c alloy samples. UuI intcrpret,ruon predicts a loga-
rtthmtc dependence of the temperature of intlecuon in FIg. ? on the defect concentra-
tion. This could be tested with d%formed alloys.
Our basic conclusion is that one obtains consistency by treating both the local
magnetic p_rturbation around Al impurities (29) and the hyperfine field on the
muon (3) as problems of conduction electron screening and spin density perturbation.
It is hoped that these measurements Hill motivate more fundamental calculations for
determining the origins of the muon hyperfine field and the local muon potential, such
a , , finite cluster calculations treating the ternary system N ' - AI in Fe.
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TABLE I. Properties of the Fe(AD spheres used in this study. The impurity concen-
trations measured by atomic absorption analysis for Al, by
vacuum fusion analysis for C, 0, and N, and by mass spectrographic
analysis for the other elements, are given in atomic per cent
under the element headings. He and H were below the limitsof
detestability, 0.0001 	 and 0.0005%, respectively.	 An additional
estimated 0.2 at.% Al is present in sphere No-3 in the form of
Al 2 0 3 precipitates.
Mass (g) Al 0 0 N S i Ni Zr Ti Mg Cu
-	 766.91 0.001 0.002 0.64 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.063 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002
760.84 1.60 0.002 0.01 0.003 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002
743.22 4.29 0.013 0.3 0.01 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002
739.88 5.81 0.002 0.01 0.003 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.0005 0.0005 0.000
y -- ._h.
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TABLE 11. Observed magnetic fields on the muon 8,,, muon-spin depolarization rates
A. calculated Lorentz cavity fields B L , and resultant Fermi-contact hyperfine fields B,,,.
Errors of measurement are enclosed in parenthesis. Values of B. enclosed in brackets
were interpolated from the data of Nishida et al. 1111. c is the Al impurity concentra-
tion in atomic per cent.
C	 T (K) B„(G) A (µ sec-') BL (G) B,,f(G)
0	 200 1-3672(2)1 7256 —10,928
240 [-3638(2)] 7230 —10.868
260 1-3621(2)] 7215 —10,836
280 (-3604(2)) 7198 —10,802
301 (-3590(1)] 7179 —10,769
301 —3592(3) 3.0(3) 7179 —10.771
343 1-3530(4)] 7136 —10,666
373 —3477(2) 2.2(2) 7101 —10,578
433 —3379(3) 1.5(l) 7016 —10,394
1.60	 30i	 —3687(2)	 1.4(2)	 7046	 —10.733
	
4.29	 20	 —3990(14)	 9(2)	 6896	 —10.886
240	 —3954(5)	 3.8(4)	 6870	 —10.824
260	 —3902(2)	 2.9(2)	 6856	 — 10.758
280	 —3866(2)	 2.0(11	 6840	 —10.706
301	 —3842(2)	 1.7(3)	 6822	 —10.664
343	 —3772(1)	 1.5(l)	 6781	 —10.553
373	 —3719(1)	 1.0(1)	 6746	 —10,466
433	 —3612(1)	 1.0(1)	 6665 — 10.277
	
5. 81
	
301	 —3930(2)	 1.3(2)	 6695	 —10.625
.22.
I
TABLE Ill. Parameters fitting Eq.(8) to the temperature dependence of the hyperfine
field in the 4.19% Fe(AI1 alloy, f and f' are the fractional changes in the hyperfine
field, c' and c" the site concentrations. E' and E" the site energies, for Al and defect
sites, respectively The parameter c' — 4c was held constant.
f —0.097(7)
f' —0.0032(8)
C 0.172
C" 10 -11	 Y , r
E' 0.013(3) eV
E" —0.6(2) eV
- 23 -
Figure C2ptiuns
Figure 1.	 The Fermi-contact hyperfine field on the positive muon in Fe(Al) as a
function of impurity concentration at a temperature of 301 K. The line is
a least-squares fit.
Figure Z. Temperature dependence of the fractional change in the hyperfine field
with aluminum concentration. Data were taken for c : 0.0.129. The curve
is the fitted function Eq.(8) divided by c. using the parameters of
Table Ill.
Figure 3.	 Dependence of the local g eld correlation time upon inverse temperature,
obtained from depolarization rates according to Egs.(9) and (10). The
curve is the fitted function.
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MAGNETIC FICLD ON THE y IN N1 DOPED WITH 0.76at.1 Cu
OR WITH 0.7bat.% Co rR(M( 5 to 3301*
W. J. Kossler a (a), A. T. Flory (b), W. F. Lankford " (c).
K. G. Lynnt(d), R. P. Minnich (b) and C. E. Stronacht(e)
(a) College of William and Mary, Williamsburg VA 23186 USA
(b) Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ 0 7 974 USA
(c) Geurge Mason University, Fairfax VA 22030 USA
(d) Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY 11973 USA
(e) Virginia State College, Petersburg VA 23803 USA
Measurements of local magnetic fields and depolarization rates were made
as a function of temperature In zero external field in samples of Ni
elloved with either 0.76at.% Cu or 0.76at.% Co. At temperatures below
50K the magnetic field on the v' in the NI-Cu alloy is 1462±2G and for
the N1-Co alloy the field is 152417G.
I. Introduction
The purposa. of the present study is to determine the effect of either Cu or Cc
impurities on the magnetic field experienced by the positive muon probe in ferro-
magnetic N1. Previous work 11-31 has established th n t the Fermi-contact or hyper-
fine field on the Dositive muon in pure N1 is negative, i.e., It is directed
oppositely to the bilk magnet i zatlon, and equais	 .;G at low temperatures. The
hyperfine field Is a.'so only slightly temperature dependent up to room tempera-
ture, decreasing b y about 1% as the magnetization of Ni decreases by 7% (31. The
muon occupies the octahedral interstitial site, a region that lies In between the
Ni second nearest neighbors and where the ambient magnetic field is particularly
uniform at about -660G 141.
The magnitude of the contact field has been explained theoretically (5-9) as
arising from the negative polarizatior of the 3d orbitals In the interstitial
region. The 4s electrons are mainl y responsible for screening the muon'• charge
and seem to make a negliPt t a contribution to the contact field 1101.
In pure Ni the majorit y d bads are fully occupied and there is a 0.6-electron
vacancy in the minority hand	 The addition of Cu decreases the bulk magnetization
by 1.9% per atomic per cent Lu, witl, a critical concentration of 531. Lo-ally,
th= Cu atop: Is non--magnetic 1111, while the moments of the neighboring N1 atoms
are decreased. The sadition of Co to t:1 has the opposite effect: the magnetiza-
tion increases and the Co retains Sts magnetic moment.
I1. Experimental Procedure
Polycrystalline samples for vSR experiments were prepared from 99.991-pure start-
ing tirterials. Two alloys, N1 with 0.76*. Cu and Ni with 0.76% Co were cast in a
mould. hot pressed to a thlcluiess of 1.6cm, annealed, machined to : final size of
7.6c:m x 10.2cm , 1.3cm, annealed again at 550`C for one hour in a hydrogen atmos-
phere, and cooled overnight in the furnace.
The uSR data were collected at zero external magnetic field for positron decays in
the forward and backward directions with respect to the muon polarization. The
time histograms were fitted with an exponentially-damped oscillatory function In
order to extract the field on the muon, B ),, and the depolarization rate X. For
comparison, a 99.99%-pure Ni sample was als(, studied.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of	 Figure 2. Tenperature dependence
the local field on the muon.	 of the depolarization rata.
I11. Experimental Results and Discussion
The temperature dependence of B 4 ind A are Riven in Figs. 1 and 2. The initial
asymmetry in the i,SR signal is about 0.12 on the average and does not depend upon
temperature, to within the statistical accuracy of 10%. The larger measured
depolarization in the alloys, ranging from 6 to 10 usec -1 . permitted leer precise
determinatlun of Bu.
The static field broadening associated with the impurities makes a contribution to
the depolarization that may depend upon where the muon stops. It tends to bt
averaged out if the muon is diffusing rapidly. The depolarization rate calculated
for the case where the muon stops randomly in the lattice is given by 1121:
A - y, 8r2NCUl9T.
V
where N is the density of lattice atoms, C approximately equals one Bohrmagneton.
and c is the impurity concentration. For c - 0.007b, we calculate ) • 2.E Vsec-l.
if the muon were to selectively stop at a site adjicent to one of :he Cu or Co
impurities, the depolarization rate would be about 80 vsec" . Wt conclude that
the observed depolarization rate is due mainly to macroscopic field inhomogen-
elties of 70 to 120G. The muons do not appear to be rap i dly depolarized by trap-
ping; at the Cu or Co Impurities. This is ruled out becat.+e we do not find any
temperatures with an appreciable loss of signal amplitude, as measured by the
Initial abymmetrv.
The sign of Bu, which has been deduced fron, previous work 111, is positive and is
given by the following formula:
B L 4nM s 	+ Bhr,
where M s
 is the saturation magnetization and Bhf the hyperfine field. We have
assumed that the average magnetic field within a magnetic domair. is correctly
given by the Lorentz local field, although there ma y be random contributions
;g
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from magnetization inhumogeneities and impurities. Any random fields would
contribute to the depolarization rate.
At low temperatures, the values of B t act Ni-Cu are smaller than they are for pure
Ni, while for N1-Co they are larger. the differences become less pronounced as
the temperature is raised above 100F, The differtace in B t, between N1-Cu and pure
Ni increases agai% as the temperature is further raised to 330K. There are fluc-
tuations in the temperature dependence of both x and B, which may possibly be
significant. The changes evident at 100K occur in the temperature region where
the onset of thermal diffusion of the i, * is observed in pure Cu (13).
At low temperatures, the 4rM e !3 field is 3Q.6G smaller in N1-Cu than It is in purr
Ni. Thus most of the observed decrease of 34.3.4.OG that we find for temperatures
less than 5011 can be attributeu to the decreased macroscopic magnetization,
arsuminF that the muons stop at randomly selected interstitial sites in the alloy.
The ramiainder is due to a change In B hf. Values of the reduced fractional change.
L,Bhf /cb laf , are given for the low-temperature and 330K data in the Table.
TABLE. Experimental values for
the fractional change in
	 5-60Y.	 3301:
hyperfine field per unit
	
Ni-Cu
	
0.8 (0.8)	 2.8 (1.1)
concentration, LBhf /cBhf"	 Ni-Co	 0.7 (1.5)	 3.7 (1.3)
The results at 330K are interpreted with the assumption that the muons diffuse
rapidly through the l attice. It is at first sight unusual that the hyperfine
field shift at 330K has the same sign for both alloys. To explain this, one could
assume the Cu impurity to be repulsive to the muon, so that sites near the Cu
would be selectively sampled less frequentl y by the diffusing muon. The sites
near the Cc impurity, on the oth-r hand, need to be sampled more frequently. 41th
this interpretation, the result; given in the second column of the Table show , that
the hyperfine field at sites distant from a Cu Impurity 1s larger than It is in
pure Ni, while for the Cc impurity, sites near the Cc have the larger field. A
repulsive local potential has recentl y heen ebnerved by Stronach et al. (14), who
studied the Al impurity in Ft.
IV. Conelusione
Both our results and the results for pure Ni (1-3) can be interpreted with the
model that attributes the hyperfine field on the posltivc muon in Ni to the local
d-band polarization. The field is negative because it is dominated by minority
spin bands, whose wavefunctions are more spread out and thus overlap the muon at
the octahedral interstitial site. Petzinger has presented arguments showing how
the temperature-dependent shift of the hyperfine field in pure Ni is weak because
minorit y-band filling compensates the decrease in the magnetization with tempera-
ture (9). One could suppose that similar arguments apply in the case of alloying
with small amounts of Cu.
The data also allow that the shift in the hyperfine field at sites nee. the impuri-
ties tends to be apposite to the shift elsewhere, with the result t'--t the average
shift is ver y small. We have presumed that the hyperfine field is weaker near Cu
impurities because the local d-band splitting Is smaller near Cu impurities. Con-
versely, the sites adjacent to the Cc have a larger hyperfine field, which one
might have anticipated since the hyperfine field in pure Co, -6.2 kG, is larger
than it is in pure Ni (15). Our results are also cunbistent with previous con-
clusions that the local spin-density enhancement factor is effectively unity for
the 3d-like orbitals.
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DISCUSSION
D.G. FLEMING&
Since the T dependence of 5hs does not follow M(7) oepanding on
impurity concentration, we should be a little cautious in inter-
preting Bk;(T) - M(T) as due to the most metal rather than the
presence of(unknown)impurities.
A.T. FIORYt
I agree. The possibility that diffusing muons do not randomly sa-iple
the sites in the lattice has not bee , extensively checkec. There is
some information on this: i n Fe dopeC with Al, the muon-Al repulz:on
has been observed by Stronach et al. at SREL. A change in the oC-
served Fermi-contact field occurs when Cimp exp (E/kT) becomes compa-
rable to unity. where C imp is the impurity concentration and E the
muon-impurity finding enthalpy. For trapped muons, self- trappec or
otherwisE, thermal eouilibrium treatment does net apply. For fcc
lattice like Ni, the low-temperature data may contain selective
trapping anomalies: we do notknow at present if that is the case.
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y* DEPULARIZAIIUN MEASUREMENTS OF Al ALLAYED WITH
0.1 at % Ag, Cu, Mg. Sl, and Zr
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To try to understand the nature of u+ trapping by Impurities in Al, as
has recently been observed for copper impurities, Al alloyed with 0.1
at.% AK, Cu, Mg, S1 and Zn has been studied as a function of temperature
and heat treatment.
I. Introduction
In high purity, undamaged aluminum muons are observed to not depolarlse over the
temperature range 2.8 to 300K [1i, implying rapid diffusion. On the other hawl a
small admixture of Cu produces trapping as Inferred from temperature-dependent
depolarization 12;. The temperature dependence of the depolarization rate has
been observed to change with Impurity concentration (3',', and neutron Induced
vacancies created and maintained at low temperature have been observed to trap
muons (4). These vacancies disappear somewhere above 220K (5;.
It is reasonable to expect that the problem of the muon in aluminum under various
circumstances is amenable to calculation. Theoretical predictions for the heat of
solution for hydrogen have already been obtained [6i. The relaxation of the
lattice due to the muon has been treated by Shaw using pseudopotentiala 1 7 J. The
extension of pseudopotential theory to include binding to impurities !s approach-
able. The tractability of aluminum is associated with its having only s and p
shells filled and having a very small core. The heavier metals do not share this
advantage.
The complete temperature structure in the depolarization rate, which has been
observed for Al with dilute Cu, would seem to indicate a variety of trapping
sites. These sites could be clusters of impurities or impurity-vacancy complexes.
Aluminum can thus be viewed as a medium in which trappi	 sites can form and which
by itself does not trap, suggesting that different impurities be added to it to
find muon-impurity binding energies and by the use of differing heat treatments
purposely creating different impurity-impurity and impurity-vacancy complexes for
which concentrations and detrapping energies might be obtained.
II. Experiment
Approrrinte quantities of 99.992 Al and alloying element were melted io ar Mg0
crucible by rf induction heating. The molten alloy was then cast Into 2kG ingots,
which subsequentl y
 were hot rolled to a thickness of 3=r..
	
The molten alloy
was handled in a dry helium atmosphere. Rectangular pieces 7.6 k 10.2 em were
then cut out. These samples were heat treated for 8 hours at 800-825K and
c:uenched to 273K in a brine bath with cooling times measured to be between 0.05
and 0.2 second. The samples were stored at temperatures below 200K to avoid
theriial gibing.
After precession experiments to 330K, the samples were annealed at 800K for 8
hourb, then cooled by standing in air so that a time constant of typically 250
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seconds web obtained, and again used for precession measurementb. Inebe data Wert
designated: air cooled.
Following these measurements, the samples were again heat treated for 8 hours
again at BOOK, then cooled in the oven with the power off, typically with a time-
constant of 4 hours. Precession measurements on these samples were designated:
oven cooled.
Analysis by mass spectrograph showed the samples to be: Al (0.1 at.; Ag).
Al (O.OS at.% Si), Al (0.042 and 0.13 at.% Cu), Al (0.1 at.% Mg), and Al (0.06
at.% Zn). These measurements are expected to be approximately 51 accurate.
kebidual Cu impurities of 15-30 ppm were seen, as well as possible traces of S1.
Seven or eight 3mm-thick sample plates were stacked inside a crvostat. 7ee.pera-
tures were measured with carbon and platinum resistors and controlled to typically
better than 0.1K.
An iron core magnet with shims and trim coils provided a field of 500 G. Tht
measured inhomogenelty was about 25mG over the sample volume and during the uSR
measurement the field was controlled b° a feedback s y stem to better than INC. A
continuous record was maintained of an y deviation.
Positrons were detected with plastic scintillators at 0 ` and 180` with respect to
the incident beam direction. Both were 20 - 20 cm, the 180 ` detector having a
6.4-cm diameter hole for the beam to enter. Typical stopping muon rates were
7000 sec- ' with event rates of approximately 2000 sec -1 . Data were taken for
about 45 minuteb pe. oolnt, corresponding to 4 million events. These data Wert
fitted on-line using the usual expression with Gaussian damping of tht
polarization, exp(-0 2 1 2 ). We have found that the dlmensionlesb parameter:
a ^(ae-st(dY/dt)dt
J v
Withs
	
A. and the time dependence of the polarization represented by
exp;-y(w is less fitting-model dependent thsn the 1/e time and more directly
calculable in terms of muon correlation Junctions. For example-,
t	 t
ti(t)	 ^oiJ 	 dt" J dtF1(t")Gi(t' - t"")
1'	 o	 0
Is a natural representation of the depolarization in terms of the occupation
probability Fi(t) and uutocorrelatlon function Gi(t) for site i. As a matter of
practice the Gaussian fit to the data is used and then u 	 2' :
1Il. Results and Discussion
For comparison to the data It is useful to know that o is 0.44 for the muon local-
ized at an octahedral site and 0.12 for a substitutional site neglecting lattice
relaxation and distortion of the muon wave-function.
In Al, defurmed at 77K, we had previously found [3) depolarization rates consis-
tent With trapping in open volume defects and not at interstitial sites due to the
strain fields around the defects. These data are presented in Fig. la for
reference.
tm the other hand, with Cu im purities In Al we had found a concentration depen-
dence to the structure, see Fig. lb, which indicates stronger trapping for
increased impurity density.
The general features been for A1(Cu) are seen In A1(S1) with peaks occuring in
different placeb. A maximutr, in a on,urs at 2K of 0.2 then a falls linearly to
0.15 at 5Y., a peak of 0.2 arises at IOK followed by i plateau of 0.12 between 16
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r_g. 1 Temperature Dependence of the Depolarization Rate Parameter.
and 30K, a peak of 0.13 occurs at 35K, followed by a decrease to 0.04 at 120K. A
final peak is been at 180K of 0.07 and by 250K a has been reduced to 0.015.
Complex structure is also observed for A1(Mg ) but with a different character to
the pattern. This is shown in Fig. lc.
For the Ag alloy a ti 0.07 from 2 to 6K, then rapidly rises to 0.16 at about 151:,
dropping off starting a little a'oove 20K to a minimum of 0.1. at 35K followed by a
peak of 0.15 at 601: and a fu.ther minimum of about 0.06 at 100k and a final slight
rise at 18GK.
The A1(Zn) data presented in Fig. Id have the least pronounced structure of all
the samples. This may inui,a- e a smaller lattice strain associated with the more
readily soluble Zn. T ne fall off in o at only 4K, compare Al ft) Fig. lc, would
Indicate a very snall binding, possibly with a trap rate comparable to the detrap
rate and both sufficiently large to allow motional narrowing from the expected
interstitial value for a of 0.44.
A common feature to all our data seems to be a stall peak in a of between 0.05 and
I .08 at about 180K.
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There Ss a remarkable insensitivity to heat treatment for all our data. The num-
ber and rough position of peaks and valleys re" to throughout. At most there may
be a narrowing of some of the peaks with annealing. Tnin could indicate that even
the rapid quench is too slow to freeze sufficient vacancies to be observed, or
that the strain fields Induced by the impurltlet. do not allow motion to the vacan-
cles and that the bonding of vacancies and impurities In clusters 1s sufficiently
strong so as to be Insensitive to heat treatcrnt.
In the future, several directions could be explored. Very thin samples so as to
be able to quench the sample in milliseconds or less would clarify the question of
whether or not the cooling rates were Last enough. The use of single crystals and
varying the magnetic field would better determine the trapping site. Following an
alloy system through known annealing stages Including the formation of precipa-
tates would be useful in interpreting, the features we are seeing. Certainly the
structure is complex and Is a challenge to be understood.
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Depolarization of p' particles implanted intu quenched alloys of 0.042, 0.13, and 0.42
at.(I Cu in Al shows peaks in the temperature dependence which are attributed to trapping
of the muons by various metastable Cu impurity complexes, and provides evidence that
IK)sltive muons ran be used to stuch impurit
.
% correlations in metals.
Previous work has shown complex muon diffu-
sion phenomena in metals." 3 This work is a
study of one of the simplest systems of dilute im-
purities in metals which shows interesting muon
depolarization dependence on temperature and
therefore should be useful in understanding muon
trapping and diffusion. For low concentrations of
Cu in Al. though precipitation is not observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), there
is indirect evidence from resistivity" and NMR'
measurements as well as theoretical grounds' to
suspect that Cu is not uniformly distributed.
To study this low-concentration region, we
have measured the depolarization of implanted
spin-polarized W particles (muon spin rotation')
in the temperature range 1.7 to 300 K. These ex-
periments with muons provide a unique way of
studying the thermal diffusion and transitory
trapping processes for implanted particles, as
well as the nature of impurities and other defects
that act as traps. Over the temperature range
studied, the weak depolarization that has been
previously reported' for high-purity Al is ex-
plained by rapid diffusion of the muon." Depolar-
ization has previously been observed in Al :Cu. "
The present data taken with a finer temperature
mesh on quenched A1:Cu alloys reveal previously
unobserved peaks in the temperature dependence.
which can be explained on the basis of a model in-
volving muon trapping at sites near Cu impurity
complexes. So far trapping by impurities has not
been treated theoretically. We presume that f*,
arises from the local lattice distortion and elec-
tronic perturbation at sites near the impurity.
Alloys containing 0.042. 0.13, and 0.42 at.1 Cu
1558
were prepared from 99.9911-pure Al and Cu.
Fight 0.3-cnix 7.5-cmx 10-cm plates fabricated
from each ingot were combined to make muon-
spin-rotation samples. Each plate was given a
homogenizing treatment by annealing in air at
820 K followed by a quench (0.1 sec time con-
stant) into agitated brine at 290 K. Prior to
measurement. the 0.42; alloy was aged for 1.5
days at 390 K, the 0.1311 alloy about 0.5 h at 300
K. and the 0.042' alloy 3 days at 300 K. Stereo-
scopic TEM measurements find no evidence of
precipitation down to 200 nm and find an average
dislocation density of 10 9
 cm''.
In order to test the role of point defects and
dislocations on muon trapping, we also studied a
99.999% -pure Al sample. deformed 50"r in com-
pression at approximately 77 K to a final thick-
ness of 2 cm. Prior to the muon-spin-rotation
measurements, the temperature of the sample
was kept below 16C K so that vacancies created
during deformation would not be lost. Subsequent
TEM analysis at room temperature found dis-
location cells about 1 µm across, with a disloca-
tion density of 10" to 10"' cm'`.
Tice results of the muon - spin- rotatioi, nieas-
urements are shown in Fig. 1 and were analyzed
in the following manner. The decay of the asym-
metry in the muon-spin-rotation signal can be
represented as expl
— Y(1 )]. The muon spin decay
rate, which we define as tty ; dl, has an average
value which is statistically weighted according to
lie radioactive decay law. Thus we can define a
dimensionless depolarization parameter:
a- r ' exp(—sl)(dy/dt)d.,	 (1)
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the depolariza-
tion parameter a, ineasured with external fields of
500 Oe for the 0.042`.; and 0.13 1,, alloys anti de:.,rmed
Al. and 330 Oe for the 0.42 1 alloy. Data for Cu (Ref.
10, 30 Oe) and Al (Ref. 8, 75 Oe) are uncorrected for
weak field perturbations (Ref. 11). The fits are Eq. (5)
%%Ith the parameters in 'Fable 1.
where the muon lifetime .s" - 2.2 µ sec. We evalu-
ate a by fitting the experimental time histogram
with a Gaussian function, y (t) = z a,. l t 2 , which we
find gives a better fit than an exponential. We
have chosen to represent the data in terms of the
a parameter because a is also conveniently cal-
culated from the theory, discussed below. For
comparison, values of a calculated from previous
measurements on annealed polycrystalline sam-
ples of Al a and Cu 12 are also shown ^n Fig. 1.
WTHODUC11:11.1"1'Y O1s, THl
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The calculated value of a is 0.44 for the muon
localized at an octahedral interstitial site and
0.12 for a substitutional site, neglecting lattice
relaxation and the finite extent of the muon wave
function.`-"
Nonlinear screening calculations using the jel-
lium model predict trapping of protons as well
as muons at vacancies in A!." , " We had as-
sumed a pri(wi that dislocations would also be
capable of trapping the muons.
Our results for the deformed A] iN the vicinity
of 100 K are consistent with the trapping at open
volume defects as opposed to trapping at inter-
stitial sites by the strain fields surrounding de-
fects."' A smaller fraction of the muons diffuse
to traps at lower temperatures, indicating that
the diffusion time increases with decreasing
temperature.
The depolarization in the alloys at T 50 K is
sufficiently large to be caused by the tramping of
muons at interstitial sites. For the two more
dilute alloys a does not reach a constant maxi-
mum at low temperatures nor does it drop off
smoothly with temperature, as it does for Cu
(Fig. 1). In Cu the depolarization at low tempera-
tures is the result of self-trapping at an octa-
hedral interstitial site," and the decrease at high
temperatures is attributed to thermal diffusion.12
The peaks observed in the alloy data at low tem-
peratures increase .n magnitude with increasing
Cu concentration. This is expected for thermal
diffusion of the u* to traps whcse population of
Cu increases with impurity concentration." What
is surprising here is that complex structure is
found above 10 K.
A motional-narrowing theory for y(t ), related
to that used for nuclear magnetic resonance, has
been propo :ed l "' to explain muon diffusion and
trapping in terms of correla!ion functions-
Y(t) = }J1 Q^ 2 Ip9 	 ^t dt - F, U- )G,W - t -).	 (2)
The sum extends over all interstitial sites in the
sample, each having a local frequency distribu-
tion of second moment ate from nuclear dipolar
fields. Fi (f) is the probability that the muon oc-
cupies site i at time t and G,(t) is the site auto-
correlation function. Equation (2) can be rewrit-
ten to represent equivalent unperturbed sites in
the host and n types of trapping sites. The result
is similar to Eq. (2), where we now define _fa as
the probabil! + -.• that an} host site is occupied, and
.f, for m_ 1,..., n as the probrbility that a trap
of type in of concentration c.:.s occupied. A
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1
good approximation" to the autocorrelation func-
tion for any site of type ref is A. - e)q,(-p.t).
When the traps are assumed to be dilute, the J.
are then solutions to the following rate equations:
i - P rfo tpwlw Ifo) a 1-C1,	 (v)
w•t
i
d x p or wlo — P.1. 1l. •(0) C w ; nr ♦ 01	 (4)
where c.ri.c.. The renormalized Jump rate be-
tween host sites is p,. The p. for m > 0 are de-
trapping rates given asp.
-poexp(- Hw ;kT), % ith
N, the binding enthalpy to the trapping site. Ac-
tual lattice structure is not taken into account ex-
plicitly in this model.
Since our definition of n is Identical to the La-
place transform, the solution for a can be ex-
pressed as
O n LJ C w T I wF1 	 +pw),	 (5)
where i.(s) is the transform of /.(1). Thus one
can so?ve the tneoretical Eq. (2) quite easily as
one does not need to solve the integral convolu-
tion of this equation in the time domain. Since
the depolarization in pure Al is small, p>>s and
the rn = 0 term is negligible. The model predicts
a peak in the temperature dependence of cr when
p, increases monotonically with temperature and
the trapping times and detrapping lifetimes are
comparable to the muon lifetime, i.e., when the
conditions pr. ,z s are satisfied. Thus, the peal:
appearing at the lowest temperature is associ-
ated with traps present in the highest concentra-
tion, assumed to be a single Cu impurity. The
additional peak structure observed at higher tem-
peratures is due to a lower concentration of traps
with higher binding enthalpies, assumed to be di-
and tri-Cu clusters.
Equation (5) was used to fit ie data on the al-
loys for T _ 100 K using a noi.inear least-squares
procedure with n = 5. Because of a lack of a quan-
titative theoretical treatment, we have used an
empirical formula for the temperature dependence
of p':
p o = a exp(-11,/kT). 6 + dT ` ,	 (6)
where the three terms are to represent the follow-
ing. At high temperatures the Flynn-Stoneham
model" predicts an Arrhenius dependence and at
low temperatures a constant that is proportional
to the coherent tunneling rate plus a one-phonon-
assisted tunnel:.ig term that 14 linear in tempera-
ture and dependent upon strain broadening. We
1560
find that the d7*2 term fits the data better than a
linear term. The fitte d parameters arc• given in
Table L For the highest-concentration alloy
(0.42cr ) the total number of traps is sufficiently
high that the contribution of the individual traps
is more difficult to observe and the data there-
fore were not f.tted.
The significance of these results is that quali-
tatively our model describes the data at low tem-
peratures. Qu.nititatively, the bindini • enthalpies
riving rise to the trapping at low temperatures
are quite small. The concentration of traps pro-
ducing the peak at 10 K is consistent with individ-
ual Cu impurity traps. The structure seen at T
> 10 K is attributed to appreciable concentrations
of microclusters ct t .vu or more Cu. We note
that if the distribution of impurities were random,
the fraction of interstitial sites with more than
one Cu nearest neighbor would be about 'wo to
three orders of magnitude smaller th.Ln tht, frac-
tion with one neighbor. Our larger fractions in-
dicate that clusteritth is energetically wore favor-
able even at these lou Cu concentrations.
The depth of the nr : 5 trap requires a different
interpretation. On the basis of our findings for
the deformed Al and our TEAT reSUILS, ::c -5=-
pect that dislocations are responsible for the
structure observed at temperatures near 100 K.
This is also consistent with our small a. param-
eter. Diffusion along these dislocations explains
the smaller depolarization at 300 K.
The results of this Letter are the first evidence
demonstrating that posit..: muons provide a
unique way of studying imp%xity correlations in
TABLE 1. Results of fitting a, given b ' v Eq. i 5t, to
the data. because of correlation: l ecween parameters,
values are determined to order-o:-ma);nitude accuracy,
except for the binding enthalpies where shown. The
parameters In Eq. 16) are a - 2.6 .E 1014 sec' 1 , b - 2.]
X W see - '. d 7.8x 10 ` sec - ' K -a, and X, 22 me1'.
	
Alloy	 (7.
	
r.	 11.
	
(%)	 »i	 (10 see' 1)	 tppm,	 (meC)
0.042
	
1 3 410 9(5) 0
2 :1 180 16(71
.n S 48 221151
4 3 4 *46(20)
5 1 4 2001601
0.1:3	 1 0 910 H
2 3 510 is
1 3 110 25
4 3 40 24
180 l60
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metals. Extension of this work to other impur-
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ities in Ai is currently in progress.
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Previous experiments ha%e demonstrated the existence of large dynamic magnetic field% that act on Ixrstttve
heavy tons traversing magnetized iron. Thew studies have been extended to the limit of ionisation and to
c/c = 0.69 by using spin-polansed muons the anguiar precession of the spin 0 µ' particles which
traversed magnetized-iron plates and stopped to alummum was measured Decay po.uron% were detected at
Cr. 90', and 270' Relative phases of the corre%pondmg muon -spin- rotation spectra were obtained as a
function of the magnetization direction tr the iron After subtracting the phaw shift rnu!ung from the
saturation magoettratson to the iron Arid the fringing fields, the expenmental re%.ilt for the dYnamr- field
AB = —0.5 ± 2.6 kG is obtained, to agreement with theoretical expectations nor %cry fast totally stripped
tors
INTRODUCTION
The existence of an intense transient magnetic
field acting on fast tons slowing down to magnetic
media was discovered in 1968 by Borchers el al.s
The transient field was theoretically described by
Lindhard s..d Wtnther' in 1971 to terms of scat-
tering of polarized electrons in the ferromagnetic
medium by the movll.; ions. Hubler el al.' in 1974
param_trized the Lindhard and Wtnther model
using existing data for medium-weight ions of low
initial velocity, r , c<_ 0.01. In this mo :el, the field
varies inversely with the ion's velocity for r c
0.004, is constant at ljwer velocity (0.0005a v1c
s 0.004) and vanishes at low velocity.
In recent measurements'"' on faster ions, a
dynamic field rnuc•h larger than that predicted by
the adjusted Lindhard-Winther theory' was ob-
served and, within the velocity range studied, the
field increases with the ton's velocity through the
medium. This field was qualitatively described
on terms of polarized-electron captu: a into elec-
tron .acancies produced in the moving ion.' A
recent review of the subject has been given by
van Middelkoop."
Experiments have been carriedout at the Rutgers-
Bell tandem accelerator tin " Fe, "'Se, "'Pd, and
r "Cd ions in iron and on " `Se ions in gadolinium to
the velocity range 0. 01 N r ( 0.05. In these ex-
18
p_,rments, the tons were excited to their 2' state
by a beam of 72-MeV "S"' iins, recuile•d through
the fe, romagr.etic foil and stopped in a copper
backing where they decayed In an environment
free of perturbations. The precession of the angu-
lar correlation of the deexcitation ) rays was
measured as a function of the direction of polar-
ization of the ferromagnetic material. As the R
factor of these states was known, the velocity and
Z dependence of the magnetic field was deter-
mined. The results obtained with the heavier ions
show unambiguously that the dynamic field which
acts on the ions studied r ►tcreases with the velocity
of the ion. The observed dynamic field has been
phenomenologically described by a function of the
velocity and atomic number of tt.a ions.':
B(Z, v) = aZ a"(v /v,)p,JY, ,	 (1)
where t ° =c''h, Nit is the polarized-electron den-
sity and µB is the Bohr magneton. For iron
= 1752 Oe and a = 12 2 0.5.
An alternate parametrization in terms of the
effective charge of the ion passing through the
magnetic material fitr; the data equally well:
1J(z, v) = a,Z;n`).gN, , 	 (2)
where
Zr „ =ZJ l — exp(—t ' t't^°.ce)^	 (3)
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is the best fit to the observed effective charge of
ions leavi iv , a sulid fot1." and W - 1403 b.
In both parameterizations, the field delwnds on
the type of ferrornagnet only through the number
of polarizea electrons per unit -rulume, sugolestine
that atomic shell or band-structure effects may
not play a significant role for heavier ions.
As the nature of the dynamic field—a hyperfine
interaction between the partially stripped ion and
the magnetized medium — is not yet fully under-
stood, it is not at all evident that the parametriz-
ation of the field which seems to fit the data in
the velocity range 0.01 ^_ r'c L 0.05, should extend
to higher velocity. Ai velocities greater than Ztpo,
where the ions are completely stripped, the solid
can probably be treated as a gas of polarized
elect runs and a dvnanirc magnetic field inversely
proportional to the L gip velocity sho-.id result.''"
In order to test the validity of 0 a charge and
velocity dependence of the alternate parametriza-
tions, hi gh velocity, totally stripped Eons should
be used. For this purpose, the effect of the dy-
namic field on polarized positive muons traversing
a thin magnetized iron platc was investigated.
Previous studies using the spin precession of
moons stopped in unmagnelized ir(,n have found
that the field is 3.6 kG at room temperature, for
a sample in zero external field." , "' This field is
explained in terms of a dipolar contribution from
the iron ions and a contact interaction with the
polarized screening electrons."' These results
imply that the dynamic field on the muon is not
very large. Otherwise the residual polarization
of thc• muon's spin would have been lost on tra-
versing the unmagnetized iron, washing out the
spin precession signs: of the stopped muon.i5
In the present experiment, the effects on moons
which trimerse a magnetized iron plate and bub-
seyuentl) slop in an aluminum target located in a
fixed externally applied magnetic field were ob-
served. 'rhe angle through which the spin has
precessed in the iron is detected as a phase shift
in the oscillatory µSR (muon bpin rotation) spectra
of the sto, )ped µ'."
EXPtRAIENTAL PROCEDURF.
The experiment was carried out with the appara-
tus shown schematically in Fig. 1. Positive pxunb
are produced at an internal target in the SRE1.
(Space Radiation Effects laboratory) synchrocy-
clotron" and focused into an external meson chan-
nel. The momentum analyzing magnet M is Ad-
justed to select µ' particles which originate from
r,' decays in the backwards direction in the xx'
franie of reference. The a' decays produce a
beam of spin polarized muons, a well-known con-
sequence of parity nonconservation in weak inter-
actions. The arrangement of charged particle
scintillation detectors is also shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 shows the measured particle flux 	 de-
tector A as a function of momentum, as determined
by varying the current through the deflecting mag-
net M. The µ' beam passes through a magnetized
Fe plate in the reversible magnet C1, and stops
in an Al target located in a constant magnetic field
produced by magnet C2.
The logic coincidence ABF establishes that a p*
stopped in the target. The mean momentum of the
incident p' beam, 103 McWc, was deduced from
the range measurements shown in Fig. 3, using
the known mum( ,nti -n dependence of the niuon's
range in various materials." The mean kinetic
energy of the incident beam is 42 Mel' and the
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FIG. 2. Total particle flux at the output of the meson
channel, The ,tl magnet eurrent settings have been con-
verted to tin approximate momentum scale. The shoul-
der at 100 WV/c results from the backwamis decay
muons. The pion peak occurs at about 2:10 hteV%c.
mean velocity is 0.68c. Iwo range curves are
shown, for the aluminum stopping target used for
the phase-shift measurement, and tae other for a
thinner Cu target. The width of the momentum dis-
tribution is determined more accurately with the
Cu target. The momentum spread is about t 8
AIeV/c, corresponding to a velocity spread of
30.03c. The experiment was carried out separate-
ly for different Fe plates of thicknesses varying
from 0.1 to 0.8 cm inserted in the Cl magnet. The
mean velocit y of the muons in the Fe was de-
creased by up to 6` . The energy of the muon beam
hitting the target was kept approximately constant
by adding appropriate amounts of CH, degrader to
compensate for the thinner Fe plates.
The iron plates were fabricated front 99.99'X, Fe.
machined into sheets 12.7-cm square and 0.05- to
2.5cm At
/	 0.32cm Cu \
d	
l \^ b
0	 4	 4	 6	 8	 C	 12
DEGRADER Q/cm2
FIG. 3. Muon stopping; rate in Al and Cu targets vs
thickness of CH, degrader placed in front of the target.
Ib
FIG. 4. Axial variation of the vertical comtx)nent of
the field produced by the C1 magnet along the beam di-
rection.
0.04-cm thick and subsequently annealed. The
electromagnet C1 has a movable iron yoke that
mates evenly against the edges of the plates. The
direction of the magnetization of the Fe plate is
vertical. The magnetic induction in tht plate was
measured by integrating the voltage produced in
a sense coil wound around the plate as the C1 mag-
net is energized. For 1600 ampere-turns a mag-
netic induction of 16 kG is produced in the plate.
The profile of the fringing; field outside the plate
was mapped along the beam axis. and is shown in
Fig. 4. The fringing field was insensitive to the
Fe plate thickness in the rang° 0.1-0.8 cm.
The muon beam was collimated to an approm-
mately 12-cm square aperture by the C1 magnet
yoke and additional 5-cm thick Pb shields placed
at each side of the Fe plate. The profile of the
p * beam at the Al target position (Fig. 5) was
scanned horizontall y in the direction transverse
to the beam, for the two directions of inagnetiza-
tion of the Fe plate with a 2.5-cm square scintil-
lation detector. These measurements show a
bending of the beam, due mainly to f he deflection
in the magnetization field in the Fe plates and to
a lesser extent to the fringing field. For an Fe
plate of thickn^ss d, a bending angle c-s may be
calculated from the measured magnetization and
fringing fields:
1 E = (0.067 cm-')d,,+0.006. 	 (4)
The aluminum target was 5-crt wide by 10-cm
high and 2.5-cm thick. The local field at the tar-
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FIG, 5, Scans of the muon beam intensity, taken with
a 2,5-cm square detector located at the AI target px,si-
tfon and moved along the horizontal transverse direction.
"up- and"down" refer W the direction of the magnetiza-
tion of the Fe plan.,
get was 105 Cie. Magnetic scums were positioned
near the pole tips of C2 in order to produce a
homogeneous field at the target. The root-mean-
square variation in the field was 0.1 G over the
target volume, with the C1 magnet off. Maps of
the local-field distribution were also made when
C1 was turned on, for both polarities of the Cl
current. A small nonlinear variation in the field
was found in the horizontal plane. which resulted
in a 0.03-G shift of the average field with respect
to the field at the center of the target. This field
was held constant by adding an extra coil on the
C2 m ignet which was energized by a feedback sig-
anl from a flail-effect probe inserted into a 0.6-
cm hole drilled to the center of the target. The
field at the center of the target varied by less
than 0.01 G as the (. l current was reversed.
Positron decays in the 0', 90', and 270` direc-
tions with respect to the beam direction were de-
tected by the scintilkitors F. L. and R shown in
	
Fig. 1. At a time f after the 	 stops in the tar-
get, a positron decay event in one of the three di-
r"tions is indicated by the logic coincidence
F:SD. LAK, or RAb, respectively. Six spectra
of events versus time were recorded in a multi-
channel analyzer cor^esp onding to the three
positron detectors and the two directions of
the Fe niacnetization_ The total event rate after
p' and c' pile-up rejection was about 10'' sec-'.
The direction of C1 was reversed, and the data
acquisition was momentarily disabled, after each
increment of 2 x 10" events. The data acquisition
system included a magnet controller, actuated by
a presettable scaler, and a PDP 11 10 computer.
The muon stop and event rates were continuously
monitored. The true zero of time was Ieriod ► calh
recorded by detecting prompt signals associated
with scattered muons. The timing; calibration of
the analyzer was also checked before and after
each run. A low magnetic field in C2 is desirable
since spurious phase shifts originating; from elec-
tronic timing drifts increase in proportion to the
span precession frequency.
Several runs were carried out on each of a
variety of Fe plates 0,1-, 0.4-. 0.6-, and 0.8-cm
ttuek, respectively. The spectra correspxmding:
to either of the three detectors at 0 90`, or 270`
were fitted using; a nonlinear least-squares meth-
od tO with the following model "SR funct on.
h'(f)=A^F- ► ^'{ 1 +OAP ^'CO:iI((a`1 Arv)1
4 01 A V]I' D, ,	 (5)
where (+ ) or (-) applies to the spectra for the two
directions of Fe plate magnetization. The fitting
procedure irrat5 A., A_, a., a - , 11, m, Atai, cp, Acp,
B. , and 1,_ as 11 adjustable parameters. The
muon lifetime T = 2.1594 p sec is used.
The parameters a, give the magnitude of the
asymmetry, which depends upon geometrical de-
tails such as the polariza.ion of the muon beam
and the selectivity in the c' detection. These ef-
fects are illustrated in Fig. 6, where the asym-
metry measured for a thin Cu target is shown as
a function of the incident ii' momentum as deter-
mined by the thickness of the degrader interposed
in the beam. The resulto display the dependence
of the asymmetry upon the aver, ge momentum of
the stopped p' and the target thickness, which
affect the energy of the emitted c'. The angle u,
is an averaize geometric angle determined by tiv
average:' . - Aal spin orientation of the i.' beam
and tnz location of the positron detector. The
angular precession frequency of the stopped
muons is m =)„ - 105 G = 9.0 x 10' sec - '. The fac-
tor exp(-A1) takes into account the inhumogeneity
in the local field in the target.
The phase-shift parameter A4 gives the change
0.32 cm Cu--^
DEGRADER (g/cm2)
FIG, G. Positron decay asymmetr y measured as a
function of the Cli, degrader thickness,
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TABLE 1. Fitted parameters for the 0.4 -em thick It
plate, according to Eq. (5). Statistical errors in the
least significant figures are given in parentheses.
0	 90	 270
Events 1.1	 . 10 1 1.7 x10' 1.5 x l Ot
a. 0.140(1) 0.169(1) 0.157(1)
o_ 0.140(1) 0.173(l) 0.754(1)
%(10 4 sec" l 4.0(31 4.6(3) 3.4(3)
,..(1 06 sec -1 ) 8.979(4) 8.957(3) 8.958(3)
a,a(lol
 sec -1 ) 0.00244) -0.001(3) -0.008(3)
V -0.316(8) -1.801(8) 1.145(8)
AV 0.021 (91 0.021 (71 0.034(8)
TABLE 11. Exir• rimental phase shifti< a(p tA)tiined for
the variou p thicknesses of Iv plate.
awtnirad
dr y
 Wm)
	
0'	 90	 171,
0.1 801) -1(9) 9(101
0.4 2](91 2'. (7) 34(g)
O.b 41021 231101 32(12)
0.8 49111) 4900 ► 5901)
early with the thickness of the plate
Ocp a rd,, a Avo .	 (6)
in the spin orientation of the muon beam produced
by the magnetization and dynamic fields in the
Fe plate and the fringing field. Both the magm-
tude and the statistical uncertainty in a4,) are in-
sensitive to the sampling time interval of the
multichannel analyzer and to the niagnitud2 of the
field on the Al target. This rerun was deduced
from the anal y sis of model simulatiors of the ex-
periment. The parameter Aw was included in the
model function in order to account for a possible
small change in local field when ( 1 is reversed.
The parameter It,, is strongly correlated with
Aw, the correlation coefficient being O.b. The
correlation coefficients between A, and the other
parameters have magnitudes less than 0.1. Typ-
ical values obtained for the 0.4-cn) Fe plate are
given in Table I, while the phase shifts obtained
fur the other thicknesses of Fe are displayed in
Table 11.
An alternate procedure was also tested, whereby
aw was set to 0 and 10 adjustable parameters
were varied. This analysis did not produce sta-
tistically significant changes in ate, although the
statistical errors in av were reduced by 40'{,.
In the 11-parameter fits, the Aw values were
smaller than the statistical errors in Aw.
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
As the muon velocity in the iron is apprommate-
ly constant, the phase shift is proportional to the
tinie spent in the iron plate and hence varies lin-
The slope r and the intercept &,, r, were obtained
from a linear least-squares fit and are given in
Table Ill. The results for the 11-parameter fitting
procedure appear to be more consistent, and were
adopted as the better rcl)resent2 i inn of the re-
sults. There does not al)l)ear to be a systematic
influence of the beam bending, since the three
detectors give the same procession angle wittun
the statistical error. The georetric effect caused
by the lateral deflection of the beam was expected
to be mamnium for the 0 detector, where it would
tend to increase ac. The width of the Al target
was chosen to be narrow compared to the width
of the muon beam, in order to minimize this ef-
fect. The magnitude of the beam bending influence
was estimated in a model calculation where bean,
profiles such as the typical one shown in Fig. 5
were assumed to represent the spatial distribution
of stopped muons in the target. The calculation
neglected positron scattering and attenuation in
the target and :t sinall inhon)ugeneity known to
exist in 'he efficienc y of the sc)ntillztor. The cal-
culation gives a geometric contribution to the
phase-shift parameter r of 0.001 cm -1 , w hich is
near the limit of detection.
The net precession angle averaged over the three
detectors is plotted against the Fe plate thickness
in Fig. 7. The solid line represents the linear
least-squares fit. From the slope r=0.0651 0.011
cm-' of the fitted line and the average muon ve-
locity of r = 0.68x, the net field on the muon is ob-
TABL£ III. Results of fitting the ISI? phase-shift measurrment of aW to the linear relation
given in Eq. (6). The slope r is given in milltradians/cm and the intercept Aw () in milliradtans.
Method	 Parameter=	 n	 90	 270	 Averagc
a4 variable	 r	 64120)
Ilk AL, variable	 a(p^ -2;11)
0	 r	 5103)
1`	 a4 = 0	 AIVO
	
5(7)
65(181 65(20) 6501)
-7(91 4(10) -1(6)
63(121 55(12) 56(7)
-5(61 1((;) 0(4)
Ili	 DYNAMIC F11.1.11 ON 40 MeV v' 7RA%URSING MAGhkTIZLU	 3415
• prrcess^or
60--	 o detiectan
40-
20-/
0------	 -- ----
U	 2	 4	 6	 6
dFr (mm)
71G. 7. Muon spin precession angle (phase shift in
the v Sli tits, open circles) averaged over the three spec-
tra as r. function of the thickness of the Fe plate, The
least-squares fit (solid line) and the measurements of
the beam deflection angles (filled circles) are also
shown.
twined:
B=rr• ),,=15.512.6kG.
Since the stauration field in the Fe plates used was
16.0 kG, the dynamic field enhancement is
AB = -0.5 2.6 kiu .
T-	 he observed precession can be explained
ew a ely in terms of the magnetization field. if
this result were precisely true. and since g 2 for
the moon, the beam deflection and spin precession
angles must be equal. For comparison, the beam
deflection angles calculated from plots such as the
one shown for the 0 . 4-cm plate in Fig. 5 have also
been plotted in Fig. 7. These results are consis-
tent with &li=O.
In Table IV the values for all resulting from the
paranietrizations of the dynamic field obtained
from heavy-. : on reactions. and fiom the theoretical
calculations of Sak and Bruno are listed. if the
extrapolation based upon Eq. ( 1) were applicable
TABLE R'. Calculation of the d ynamic field and en-
suing total phase shifts Am for muons at r/e -0.68, or
r/r i,7=93, based on three proposed parametrizations
of the dyriamic field. The saturation field of the iron was
taken as 16 kG, the measured value for the iron plates
used in the experiment.
AB(kG)
	
aC /d F
. 4c•m'1t
Dynamic field Eq. (1) 1530	 5.96
Ih-namic field Eq. (2) 178	 0.73
Sak and Bruno Eq. (7) 0.17	 0.0063
Experiment <2.6
RI 'PROD UCMII.ITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGf; IS P(N)I?
here, the• field would be proportional to the veloc-
ity of the moon, and the resultant; phase sluft would
in turn be proportional to the Fe plate thickness
dr.:
r dzo 
	 I u lid! = t„aZ„, p,N, f — —vo t
aZ"'p,N,dfe1 vp .
This phase shift turn£ out to be (8.2 cm - ')d,, ra-
dians —a rather dramatic prediction. The data
easily rule out such an extrapolation of the field
to high velocity.
Although we do not have a precise measure of
the d ynamic field• ou r result is in agreement with
the Sak and Drano prediction” for v>> voL:
AB = 4 r, /, paNeuo / V.	 (7)
Lindhard and Winther did not acutall y evaluatt
the enhancement of the magnetic field at high ve-
locity. Their theory was designed to explain the
large magnetic Melds acting on relatively sloe
0- Zi ( ) ions. For this reason, they assume the
field is approximately spherically symmetric and
neglect the asymmetric corrections represented
in their notation by the parameter 4. These cor-
rections are, however, important at high velocity.
Hence the Lindhard -Winther theory is not directly
applicable to fast ions or muons Furthermore,
even though in principle their theory couid apply
to slow ions, they also neglect atumic shell effects
and assume that the ions are essentially stripped.
Shell effects can be neglected only fur swift runs
with u » t r Z, hence in just the region where the
asymmetry corrections are important.
It would be very interesting to fill in the large
gap in velocity between the present muon experi -
inent and th-- heavy - ion experiments. The two ex-
periments taken together indicate that there is a
maximum in the velocity dependence of the dy-
namic field. However, the possibility exists that
the large dynamic field observed with heavy ions
may partly be due to atomic effects such as equi-
librium between hole production and capture of
polarized electrons from the medium. Experi-
ments on very slow muons (s^:. s„) and on very fast
totally stripped heavy ions 0-_ Zr„) may be nec-
essary for a better understanding of the dynamic
field.
In conclusion we mention two emniples of re-
lated wort: with positive muoris. It is known that
the 4 ' picks up a bound electron in semicunduc-
tors and insulators, forming a muoruum atom. Re-
cently, a muomum stag e for ).' stoppiri, in a Ge
.1 Mb	 J. M. 11HENNAN re al	 1R
crystal leas been observed through a meaburentem
of the plisse stuff ► n the µSR signal associated
with muoluum precession to a transverse external
field." Also, our results show that tnagnetized
solid Fe deflectors and lenses may indeed be used
for the transport and focussing of 114;,h-energy
ntuun beanis without significant loss of polari&i-
ti on."
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